
ACTIVITY BOOK

Money Box Campain 
Halloween

Cabosse the Witch and her friends came up with 
activities to do as part of the Leucan Halloween 
Money Box Campaign. 
Students can have fun, help each other, raise awareness and become accountable 
while feeling proud to take part in this wonderful initiative for Leucan.



ACTIVITY IN CLASS, FOR A GROUP, OVER LUNCHTIME OR AT RECESS

Healthy competition
Break into small teams. The team 
that assembles the greater number of 
money boxes (box and lace tied up) 
in a given time wins.

To make it fun for the whole group, 
enter a team of teachers/educators 
in the race!

Costume exchange
Invite friends to bring Halloween 
costumes from previous years.

In exchange for a $1, they can pick a 
new one. Invite parents to join their 
child to pick a new costume.

The money made will increase 
the amount raised by your 
institution.

This is a great activity to make children 
more aware of the Four Rs principle: 

Nominate a few 
students to pilot 
this activity!

Learn to know your friends
Write down each name on the boxes 
then ask students to pick one and to 
give it to the right classmate.

Mutual aid
Ask the older kids to help the younger 
ones (distribution and assembly of 
money boxes, writing down the 
student’s name on the box).

Sports
Hold a relay race but instead of 
handing out a baton, each relay is 
an assembly step of the money box 
(box and lace).

Documents available on the Halloween 
Money Box Campaign page of 
Leucan’s website.

Educational
Reading comprehension:
Students read a text about Leucan and 
then answer a series of questions.

Leucan Project: 
Oral presentation given by sixth grade 
students to K-6 students (it includes an 
assessment sheet to be completed by 
the teacher of the group to whom the 
presentation is given).

?

Reduce
Re-use
Recycle
Re-buy

Idea!

Before Halloween
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ACTIVITY FOR SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS



ACTIVITY IN CLASS, FOR A GROUP, OVER LUNCHTIME OR AT RECESS

Awareness
Have students open the money boxes 
and empty them in a pot or bag 
(deposit bags are provided at the time 
of registration). This way, they can see 
the amount of money raised thanks to 
their collective efforts.

Put the boxes and laces in the 
recycling bin (great way to teach the 
Four Rs principle: reduce, re-use, 
recycle, and re-buy).

Educational
Have students divide the coins 
according to denomination and then 
count the number required to make 
a roll:

pennies: 50
nickels: 40
dimes: 50
quarters: 40
loonies: 25
twonies: 25

Accountability
Break students in small groups who 
will be responsible for collecting the 
money boxes and preparing them 
according to the type of money 
processing you chose.

Contest
$500 prize money

Roll up the coins, make a deposit at 
your banking institution and send us 
a direct deposit or cheque made out 
to Leucan in the amount raised. 
Please visit the Halloween Money Box 
Campaign page of Leucan’s website 
for more details about the contest.

Important Note:
If you choose to roll up the coins as an educational activity but do not take care of 
the deposit, you will not be eligible to the contest. You can still put the coin rolls in 
boxes, which will be picked up by our team of volunteers.

By making the deposit, you help Leucan to reduce costs associated with picking up 
and processing the money.

Learning activity
Enter the contest by using the 
LEARNING AND EVALUATION 
SITUATION (LES) developed in 
partnership with Université de Montréal 
and in accordance with the criteria 
of ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir 
et du Sport.

After Halloween


